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NOTIFICATION
It is hereby informed to all BCA 4th Semester (New and Old Course) learners who have
appeared in the Online Examination in the month of July 2021 that, the University is going to
conduct practical examination on the paper – Programming in Java in online mode as
mentioned below:
BCA 4th Semester

Enrollment Nos

(New and Old Course)

Group-1

Group-2

15020625, 16017243, 15020733,
15020734, 16026039, 17021207,
18008204, 18008212, 18008216,
18008224, 18008228, 18008243

18008244, 18008245, 18008255,
18008260, 18008261, 18008264,
18008268, 18008271, 18008274,
18008275, 18008279, 18008286
18008291

Date/Time of Online
Practical Exam

03-09-2021
10AM onwards

03-09-2021
10AM onwards

Procedure of the Practical Examination is as follows:
1. For all the learners of each group as mentioned above in the table, a WhatsApp Group
will be created for each group and the question paper of the practical exam will be
shared in the respective WhatsApp group just before the scheduled exam time on the
day of actual Examination.
2. The learners have to do the practical work in their own laptop/desktop. After one hour of
the examination, a Google Meet link will be shared in the WhatsApp group and the
candidates have to join with the link for evaluation and viva voce.
3. The candidates have to share their computer screen one by one as instructed by the
Examiner and they have to show and explain the program/steps that was given in the
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question paper. The evaluation will be based on their conceptual clarity of the problem
as well as the desired output.
4. After the evaluation and viva voce is over, the candidates have to write the answer of the
problem in their own handwriting in A4 size paper and the scanned copy of the answer
script will have to be saved as a PDF file.
The maximum size of the PDF file should be 2 MB. In the front page of the answer script,
the candidates have to write the following information:
Programme Name: BCA/PGDCA
Semester:
Practical Paper Name:
Enrollment No:
Candidate’s Name:
Study Centre Name:
Mobile No/WhatsApp No:

5. A Google Form link will be shared during the evaluation process and the candidates have
to upload the answer script (PDF file) though the form within a specific time. The answer
script (PDF file) will be considered for record purpose only.
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